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Philosophy Forum Attacks Vietnam Issues

Hawks, Doves, and Vietnam'

The Philosophy Forum will sponsor an examination of Hawks and Doves and Vietnam tomorrow afternoon in PS 10, from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Professor Lawrence Sneden of the Sociology Department, will join Professors Paul Johnson and Leslie Van Marter of the Philosophy Department in exploring the assumptions relevant to any action intended to solve the problems posed by the war.

Although the discussion will not act as a formal debate, the participants are expected to conduct an interesting and lively session on the war. All members of the college community are welcome, and Professor Van Marter noted that there will be ample opportunity for audience participation.

Commenting on the current difficulties in recruiting faculty in the state college system, Dr. Gerald Scherba, Dean of Academic Affairs, said that CSCSB is seeking 21 new faculty members for the 1968-69 academic year.

The system-wide difficulties were reported in a two-part Pawprint article, citing that the state colleges can no longer attract top personnel because offers of salary, teaching loads, and benefits are proving inadequate when compared to other colleges and universities that the System must compete with.

"Because of salary restrictions, the College must work very hard to find and attract capable men. We are having difficulty in finding qualified applicants in all fields, but especially in Sociology, Education, and Mathematics," Dean Scherba commented.

Out of 21 new personnel needed, he added, nine members have been appointed so far in Drama, English, Spanish, Business, Economics, History, and French, "and have firm offers out of four more people," Scherba said.

TEMPORARY LOT WILL BE READY THIS WEEK

The temporary, unsurfaced parking lot near the BS building will be ready this week, according to Jim Penman, AS President.

Preparations for the lot began late last week and was reported in the Friday Pawprint. Penman said that there might be an "informal" ceremony to celebrate the opening of the lot, thus making access to the science buildings more convenient not only for classes during the day, but for lectures at night.
Delano Drive Grossed $428

The Delano Food Drive, sponsored by the Redlands Council of Churches and the Spanish Honor Society of CSCSB, Zeta Pi, has announced that a total of six carloads of food and $428 were collected in this area and sent to the striking workers at Delano.

In one of the most unusual dramas of modern California, the migrant workers have managed to hold their own against the monetary might of the giant farm corporations.

Led by Cesar Chavez, the people of the fertile San Joaquin valley have asserted their rights as individuals and have demanded a fair share in the wealth of this great agricultural center. Though victory is not yet theirs, the support of many concerned people throughout the state has made it possible for the struggle to continue even after the resources of the workers had come to an end.

The community may soon be asked to renew their support for the people of Delano. Plans are being made for another Food Drive and it is to be hoped that response will be even greater than the first. Though many feel the cause is hopeless, the struggle will not cease. The people of Delano intend to establish their right to collective bargaining and to earn a livable wage.

VIEW of the Physical Education facilities from the roof of the PS Building. Structure, including pool will cost $1,200,000.

ARTISTS CONCEPTION of the concrete featuring a herringbone pattern of raised ribbing and integrally colored "limestone" as a surface texture.

Winter Graduates --18

December graduates of CSCSB numbered 18, according to the Registrar's office.

Two graduates, John E. Harder and Elinor Marie Harmer, were graduated with honors. Both are history majors. Peter Howard received his degree while studying in Europe under the International Programs in Germany.

Other December graduates: Loretta Livaudais, Myrna Schatzman, Roy Touseau, Kathleen Barton, William Foley Jr., David Pendergrass, Kathryn Sorben, Mary Adams, Robert Cunningham Jr., Dorothy Alexander, Lois Carson, Kathryn Randa, Lynne Anderson, Gienna Huntley, and Pamela Maxwell.

CSCSB graduates now total a number 18, according to the Registrar's office.

JUNIORS MEET

The junior class will hold an open, general class meeting Tuesday, Feb 27 at 10:30 a.m. in L145 to elect a class VP and treasurer. Interested juniors are urged to attend.

'Far Country'

Presenting two performances last weekend of "Far Country," the Drama Department will finish the four-performance run Friday and Saturday night in the Little Theatre. Tickets are $1.50, students, $.75.

'ROSHAMON'

The Japanese film classic, "Roshomon," will be shown in the PS lecture hall Friday at 7:30 p.m.

Brimming with action, the film incisively examines the nature of truth, as told in four versions of a rape scene.